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ABST�CT 
The general strategy adopted in the 

development of a computational tool 
performing the identification of parametric 
models based on the Residence Times 
Distribution (Rm) theory is exposed. Two 
main aspects of the modelling procedure 
are presented: the structural discrimination 
of the various solution schemes, and the 
parameters estimation step. The structural 
model determination is solved by a 
stochastic procedure based on a Simulated 
Annealing algorithm, while the parametric 
identification is solved by a nonliwear 
deterministic procedure. An application 
example is proposed for the description and 
the quantification of the air flow patterns 
and the associated pollutant transfers 
observed in a ventilated room. 
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IN'IRODUCTION 
Jn order to achieve a satisfactory 

level of hygiene and comfort in industrial 
premises, it is necessary to control the air 
flow distribution. Furthermore, to prevent 
and to detect chemical or radiological 
hazards, the validation of a proper 
ventilation system is required. Evaluating 
the performance of such systems, lies oil 
the description of the air flow patterns. The 
research on air distribution in ventilated 
rooms traditionally involves full-scale 
experiments, scale-model experiments and 
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Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
tools. 

An intermediate approach between 
predictive numerical simulation and 
experimental determination of aerodynamic 
parameters constitutes the purpose of this 
paper. The solution retained here is the 
establishment of models based on the well 
known Residence Times Distribution 
theory, widely used in chemical engineering 
to model non-ideal flows and called the 
« systemic approach». 

Most of the time, the predictive 
approach based on CFD codes is difficult to 
use, particularly in the case of large and 
cluttered enclosures; this is mainly why the 
« systemic approach » has been retained. 
Furthermore, this approach leads to more 
integrated results, g1vmg a physical 
significance to the flow model while not 
being too time consuming. At present, only 
codes performing the estimation of 
parameters for a fixed model structure 
given by the user are available (Olander et 
al., 1995). The originality of the strategy 
proposed is based on the fact that our code 
allows to perform simultaneously the 
generation of the model structures and the 
estimation of their optimal parameters. 

This paper provides first an 
overview of the global strategy retained for 
the development of a computational 
package performing the identification of 
models based on the proposed approach. 
This identification procedure is performed 
in two steps: a structural identification of 
the models and a parametric identification 
loop for a given model structure in order to 
fit an experimental RTD curve. The various 



modules implemented in. the package are 
then detailed. Finally, · an application 
example illustrates how these models. can 
be applied to the safety analysis and the 
contamination monitoring in nuclear 
facilities. 

POSffiON OF THE PROBLEM 
As illustrated by figure 1, an 

industrial ventilation system of a room is 
made up of blowing and exhaust networks; 
leaks or infiltrations can occur, the 
enclosure being in depression or in 
overpressure with respect to the adjacent 
rooms. The air flow patterns and the 
associated contaminant transfers subjected 
to the ventilation cannot be represented 
most of the time by ideal flows such as plug 
flow or perfect mixing. As a consequence, 
the distribution of airborne pollutants will 
not be homogeneous when an emission 
occurs somewhere. 

:r ... 
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Figure 1: Position of the problem. 
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With the establishment of a flow 
model, the contaminant transfer� after an 
accidental pollutant release or in standard 

·-' working conditions can e evaluated. This 
model allows to predict the ·amount of 
contaminKnl t 1at' workern c�ri inhale, the 

; concentrations to b reeorded by the 
' c911taminant monit'ors ocated somewhere 
ili the iridoor space, and then it allows to 
vaUdate the: pertinence of the monitors 
lo ation. 

.. 

General principles of the approach 
In a first step, the approach 

proposed is based on . the experimental 
determination of the R TD curve, pbtained 
generally from the response of .the 
ventilated room ,to a tracer release· (helium 
for instance). Then, a.model is.built up and 
consists in a combination of elementary 
systems representing :_ideal flows: pi�ton (or 
plug flow reactor PFR), perfec� : mixing 
zone (or continuous stin-ed tank reactor 
CSTR), by-pass.. an<i recycling. Each 
ielementary system is characterized by 
specific parameters, such - as the mean 
residence time or the volume. The 
adjustment of the model is derived from the 
comparison of the simulated response of 
the model from a stimulus, with the 
experimental response. The parameters of 
the various candidate structures are 
optimized in order to fit the experimental 
curve. 

In steady state conditions, the 
response ' of the ventilated room to a 
general input stimulus can be deduced from 
the RTD curve through the following 
convolution integral: 

t 
Cout (t)=.J C;ndt-t').E(t')dt' (I) 

·0 

where Cout (t) = response of the system 
(generally, tracer concentration at 
the ventilated roon1 eXhaust) 

Cint (t) = imp�t stimulus 

E(t') = RTD curve· 

•A. lot of items can be· deduced from such 
curves; the most common cin� is the· tnean 

• • )esidence tiine 't: 
' · 

oo oa 
J t .C0�t (t)dt · J t.Cifit (t) cit 

't=-o����- · _o����-
ac), : . ao 

JCout<Odt JCi111(t)dt 
o, 0 

' . 

(2) 
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General solv'ing strategy 
-' �: The solVing strategy implemented in 

�'the rcomputatibnal package' includes three 
- m'od1.iles·: · the 1· simulation:···module, the 

parameter estimation module, ·and the 
-. structural evolution module. The problem is 

soNed through a two levels procedure, as 
illustrated' · i1f figure - 2: an inner-level 
perfomung'tiie parametric identification for 
a given '"Strueture, 'a·nd an upper-level 
performing '�th� : structural identification. 
Only .these. tWo modules are presehted in 
the 'ftext parts� the' simulation ··module 
allowing the response calculation .Of.;a given 
model to any kind of stimulus is' not 
described here because it is al commercial 
solver{LSODI). ··· ... 

/.: . ..  

... 

· The objective function (criterion 1) 
to b1e minimized here (j(p)) is givenolby the 
following equati0n : I J 

where n1 = number of experimental sample 
points 

· y°"" = experimental response 

Ymod = simulated model response 
p, = vector of the model parameters 
t;� =time 

(Criterion 1) 

Ym (model response) 

_...__.....__ p (parametm) 

•"t•, •'I. • • • t , • .:., • ·J t 

FiSut� 2� �trµc�ure gf th� g_ener!ll 
identificati?n strat�gy .

.
. 

PARAMETRIC IDENTIFICATION 
MODULE .. 

;i:J ... . ... � T�s. iJ !flodule < .  s�_�vys .th� �Jave 
n·�:�P.roJ,!el)l; )� <(9nsi�� ,i,I}·· a ,c�nstrained 

nonlinear least squares probJe�- SQlv�d with 
a Successive Quadratic Procedure (SQP) 
which determines an optim� set of 
continuous par�eter;� in. �rder to fit the 
simulate<! respo��e - �� tll� e:xp'erimental 
curve (Powell� 1988). The set of 
paramet'eis1is·related to tHe vohime of the 
elementary unit (PFR, CSTR) and the fluid 
flow rate circulating in the branches of the 
oriented graph describing the model. 
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Oplim�I 
paramotm 

:.1.1 

The con�traints include equality 
constraints related to mass balances at each 
node of �he flow· ,diagr�:·a"d inequajities 
constraints corresponding to identifiability 

: ,'Co11di.tions.,. gi'!�" by t�e structural 
i�eqti���i�µJo9p, - : - ; 

1;·� .. �r. .. ·� ., !� )\ �, , J1 • 1' 
,,, ·�n�·l!.Pl'U��· . , IDENWIC.ATION 
.�MODULE . · -. 

: · . This
. 
��µle r,c;solves , tJ.t� m.aster 

problem ��,proposes the st�ctµres 9.f the 
candidi:!;te .. mo�els t9_1�ge �Jave probl�O)..-_,The 

; ,generation c;>f t�e stru�tures consists � the 
.o choice C]f. �e elei;nentiµ,y ideal flo� models 

and the determination of their connections. 
To tackle the combinatorial aspect of the 
problem, a stochastic procedure is retained 



through a classical simulated annealing 
algorithm (SA) as mtroduced by 
Kirkpatrick et al. ( 1983 ). Furthermore, it 
avoids the procedure blocking on local 
minima paths, with occasionally accepting 
solutions that increase . tile· objective 
function value . 

The simulated annealing procedure 
mimics the physical annealing of solids : the 
slow cooling of a molten substance, that 
redistributes the arrangement of the 
crystals. In a rapid cooling or quenching, 

the final result would be a metastable 
structure with higher internal energy. The 
rearrangements of the crystals follow 
probabilistic rules. ·. 

In the annealing of solids, the goal 
is to reach given atomic configurations that 
minimize internal energy. In SA, th� goal is 
to generate feasible solutions of the 
optimization problem that minimize the 
objective function. The detailed analogy 
between statistical physical 'mechanisms and 
the SA procedure can be found in 
Kirkpatrick et al. (1983). 

Table I presents the simulated 
annealing ;algorithm implemented in our 
software. 

Table I The SA algonthm 

'Select an initial structure M = M0• 
Select initial, value for the S�-tempera�re 
Tsa0• 
Selet:t length of cooling stage Nsa. 
Do while the search can evolve: 

Do Nsa times: ' · · 
Generate a new structure M' 

''· ·• neighbour of M, 
Estimate the set of dontiriui:lus 
parameter of M',' 
Accept or reject the n_ew 
·configuration according to the 
Metropolis method: 

IfM' accepted: M = M' 
IfM' rejected: cycle keeping M 
unchanged 

Decrease Tsa according to the SA
cooling schedule. 

Fiiu1l stmcture : M. I l ,1 

' I 

The various steps of the algorithm 
are described below . 

Objective function . . The objective function retamed m 
the structural identification module 
(criterion 2) is: 

j(M)= j(M,p)+pdim(p) (4) 

where j(M,p)= optimal function given by 
the slave module for the structure 
M 
p = wheighting factor 
dim(p) = number of parameters 
included in the structure M 

• J;'his objective function allows the 
procedm:e to find. a compromise between 
the simplicity of the ,model and the 
adequation between the experimental curve 
and the simulated one. 

Initial structure (M0) 
Two options are offered to choose 

the initial structure: this structure can be 
. synthesized through a pure : random 
procedure or can be given by the user. 

Initial annealing, temperature (Tsa0) 
' .. The initial value of this control 

para�eter, which can be expressed ·�n �ur 
case ., in the.· dimension of the objective 
function, is determined according to each 
particular problem treated. Particular 
attention is n;quired to set this parameter 

·. which seems 'to be the most sensible for the 
SA procedure. 

;,'. :,'.·: 
i, SA•temperature stage,.,•. '\. 

. 
.1. The. · SA-temp,erature,' stage·,, 1s 

1'., characterized .. by the· :number·.::Nsa·0 of 
,, ·structures :generated keeping the 'i SA

temperature con&tant; a value from •.10 to 
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20 has been:retained. · '· 

SA-cooling schedule ; · ·· ·' 

The SA-cooling' schedule · of: the 
parameter. Tsa retained. '.•is the classical 
geometrical cooling'Schedule: : ' ' ':-1 

, '� ; : :: l i _1.1' ·-; 



Tsa,+1 = a.Tsa, 
where the multiplicative factor ex. is set to 
0.95. 

. 
·
Rule 

. 
of acceptance of the structures 

tested . 
The probability p of acceptance of a 

structure is the Metropolis one : · 

p =I if �j < 0 
or 

( -6j) p=exp -T.- . if6j�O 
sa, .. . 

where Aj is the' difference between the 
objective function 11of • the new structure 
tested with the current structure retained. 
This expression allows · the ·procedure to 

· ·escape· from local minima. This· criterion 
:. of·· �.acceptance ·,has provided good 

' i perfonnances through · the resolution' of 
various combinatorial probf ems. 

Termination conditions ' · · 
· The procedure stops when the 

·' � current SA-temperature is 16\ver than a 
:· ·specified temperature or when a steady 

state•• ,js detected. For a given SA
temperature stage k, a steady state is 
reached if no-ev01ution of the 1 objective 

:function greater than:.the tolerance Toi is 
detected Qn· the · i;·n previous ' levels of 

· ., : temperature�. this· can· be expressed iby the 
i' following conditioo: :; , · · ·· ' 

�:, , . : : t �".I ' , :· : •. " ' ' '.J 

·:·. \;f;·;;.;.k2t .. k_:_n'.· : , ·j · '· �.i=: ... , : Toi :o.· U · •. " 1·:' '·�,;,; . .. • /r,sak. , lrsa, � 
I•:·'.. q .. : :' 

Generation of neighbour structures 
The strucf;tires are coded through 

·' an. ,oriented• graph.• corresponding to the 
.. ., fluid·;flow diagram and.with the description 

of the el�mentary :systems composing the 
, . brJtnches of the structures:· The generation 

of neighbour structures is carried out 
through probabilistic mechanisms 
consisting in adding ·Of'·, suppressing an 

. ,:unitary ideaUl.OWdmodeL · . :; ·1 • 
.-.�.: .. �· ·:, Jhe ,,orig1nalify. of·; the proposed 

formulation .Jie$ 'in· the. representation of the 
various structures to ensure their 
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1dertitiability and distinguishability. This is 
solved: ' " 
• by introducing supplementary 

constraints into the parametric 
identi�cation step for a given structure, 

• by rearranging the proposed structure in 
an unique hierarchical decomposition. 

All the structures are decomposed 
in an unique hierarchical way through the 
complex following building blocks: 

''· ' • linear cascade 

• recycling loops 

• Parallel distrib1,1tion 

-0-00-..... 

® 

w 
• Intermediate distribution 

Each box composing these blocks 
can inv<;>lve a complex structure built on 
the Slime principle o.r an unitary ideal 
model. This d�omposition is made in a 
hierarchical way in order to obtain all 
elementary ideal flow models. At each level 
of decompQsition th� building blocks are 
ordereii · respecting the following order: 
linear cascade, recyqling, parallel 
distrib�tioq, intermediate distribution, PFR, 
CSTR, by-pass. This coding strategy allows 
to g�p��te. the most 'common possible 
schemes· and tnus. to explor� a: large 
solution space. · ' � , 1 

To· .respect the constraints on 
distinguishability, · and -· �impUcity, the 
following rul�,are. a,Pop�ed: 
• qnly q�e �l"R is allowed in a straight 

bt"arich, · 
• in a casc_ade branch, . if! . parallel 

distribution and · in recycling . · loops, 
blocks presenting th� same stcuct:Ure are 
ranked in a decreasing mean .. cesidence 
time; this is carried out by injecting 



blocks presenting the same structure are 
rankecj in a decreasing, mean reside.nee 
time; this is canied out by injecting 
supplementary �equality �onstraints, in 
the parametric identification step,� : 

• constraints on bounds · are also 
considered for .. all the parameters, in 
order to retain significant models, and 10 
reduce the complex.ify of the final 
scheme proposed. 

· 

Finally, to · ensure , gl0bal 
identifiability, a general constraint is· added 
on the global mean residence time. 
Knowing global flow rate entering in the 
studied system, it constitutes a constraint 
on the sum of the volume of the elementary 
systems (PFR, and CS.TR) which must be 
equal to the real global volume accessibJe 
to the fluid. A particular accuracy· is 
requ ·red on t)lis constraint to guide the 
performance of the whole id�ntification 
procedure. 

•.'1 

TEST EXAMPLE 
The whole identification procedure 

has been first tested ' on ir theoretical 
example. This test example is. built with the 
step response or the.model giv..�n iri :figure 
3. The parameters (volumes 1• V and 
flowrates F) used to generate the 
theoretical experimental response are in 
_arbitrary units: 

, , .  

V CSTIU = 5, V CSTR2 � 10 
F1 = 0.6, F2= 0.4 

, .. . 

· Figure 3: StruGtureofthe illustrative' 
example.· '•' 

The identification is pecfi'>nned for 
-various conditions� 'First; , two initial 
structures are proposed: ;:initialization 1 
corresponds to a cascade of 3 CSTR while 
initialization' 2 corresponds tci an unique 

' ,. 
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CSTR model. The presence of a fictitious 
noise is then simulafed by .adding a random 
variable to the initial response; . this noise 
follows a gaussian distribution 
characterized by its. standard deviation u. 
Various values of the penalty factor p are 
also tested. 

' 

The results ares summarized in table 2. 

Table 2: Results obtained on the test 
example. 

Initial Cl p NIUDberof Optimal 
structure (noise) (penalty structures structure 

.fai:tor) tested reached 
.. (no 

structurel 
I 0 l.e-5 80 yes (19) 
1 0 l,e-8 70 yes (28) 
1 0 l.e-8 60 yes(30) 
L 0 l.e-8 60 yes 
1 0 l.e-8 100 yes 
2 0 1.e-8 110 yes (10) 
2 0 1.e-5 197 yes (25) 
2 0 l.e-5 93 1Yes(l4) 
2 0 1.e-5 119 yes(lS) 
2 0 l.e-4 120 yes(4) 
2 0.01 1.e-5 118 yes(43) 
2 0.01 1.e-3 60 yes(S) 

It can be noted that the optimal 
structure is found in all test ·configurations, 
providing ·a · great robustness to· the 
identification procedure for the test case; 
this remains true in the presence of noise on 
the signal . . ·. 

APPLICATION TO. VENTILATED 
PREMISES . 

This computational tool has been 
tested . from a ventilated laboratory 
enclosure available at the Nuclear Safety 
and ,Protection. Institute. T.h.e enclosure 
MELANIE is il 100 m1 veptilat.ed cell 
where it is possible to .obtain differeri� air 

I flow • patterns� and .. resi��pce. times 
.". 1d,istributions py cpnfigunng the ventilation 

system in various ways. Helium stimulus 
correspoqding to pu�se release i� realized 
into the inlet duct; the helium concentration • � .1� •• 
has been monitored at the exhau� duct. 

Figure 4 gives.the experimen�ai and 
the simul!lted re�ponses of, .tile �\)de! 
proposed by the identific,ation pro.cedure, 



�he structure of which' is' given in figur� 5. 
An the cdncentrations ate normalized · and 
given in arbitrary uruts. ' I 

Impulse response • MELANIE 

4.00E--03�:J
> • 3.0<?E-03 

2.00E-03 

1.00E-03 

0.00E+OO · - · 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 

Time (a) 
r==-�··.::-.... -.... -.... -. S-i m""Ui] 

Figure 4: :ExampJe of identification. 

Fl 

,j 

1 Figure 5: Structure of the model proposed. 

For the· proposed structure, the: set 
of continuous parameters found is: . 

• v.w... .. 0.20'2 "" , {v,;;,;, � o.s22 m' 
Vam"0.3�m V...,=30.64Jm' 

·:· · v"""',cl6.311m' v,...,=17.z89m' 
Voro. c 24.401 m' 

'- •; �J,., ="10.20Siil' 
• l ·:. ,1.,.1 � ·' 

fl,. 0.029.S m'.�·· 

, � 0.27S m1.�·· 

Pl; 1.161 m'.I' 

F4�0.3Um1�·· 

fS•0.49il m1.i' 

:-1 ' ! �. t � • 
.. , The adjustment of the experimental 
, .. : cu'rve1 �y ·the simul°ated response of the 
' ·· thodel i'S quit� aeceptable. The ·fluid flow 

'"pattern 'proposed can be decomposed into 
".,tWo main flows. A first one with a short ·· 

'meait residedce time con-esponding to the 
first peak and' a second one with i-°ecycing 
oops correspo11diilg to the oscillatory 

ctirve and to the majbr volume of the cell . 
.': P!1y ically,;tlie.first'flow can ·be neglected. 

·rhe 1noa�J obtained giv�s a good 
evaluation of the perfonnance of the 

ventilation system, the major difficulty 
being of giving a physical significafion to 
the flow model. In our case, the ventilation 
design involves· a non homogeneous air 
change in the room. 

· 
· 

With such a model, the evolution of 
the pollutant concentrations and the 
e.quilibriurit concentrations can be followed 

· in the various compartments when an 
accidental emission occurs somewhere. 
i'his kind of infonnation is very important 
in order to optimize the worker protection 
and the location of the contamination 
monitors. Figure 6 gives the concentrations 

· ' iii the CSTR4 ana in the. e1Ciractiou duct 
'after a step-up release of pollutant, in the 
zone corresponding to the CSTR4. 
Contamination can reach an equilibrium 
concentration higher in the CSTR4 'than in 

' the �lobal extraction duct. This kind of 
information constitutes an interesting 
infonnation for safety surveys. 

Evolution of pollutant concentrations after a 
&t_ep-0p release In CSTR4 , 

1.40E+00 ----
1.20E+OO 
1.00E+OO 
8.00E-01' 
6.00E·!Jt 
4.00E-01 • 
2.00E-01 

O.OOE+OO +-''----1----------1 
o 500 Time (•I 1000 1500 

E CSTR4 ................ Extraction J 

Figure 6: Evolution of concentrations after 
a step-up release in CSTR4. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The computational package 

presented iri this paper constitutes an useful 
tool to·· study · the op�ration of the 
ventilation system in g�ometrically complex 
existing premises and to predict the 
associated airborne pollutant .transfers. The 

''· · tool is still in validation on laboratory and 
industrial · :racilitie�. Furthermore, the 
structural identification module can be 
improved by implementing a .new 
procedure based on genetic programming. 
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Useful applications of this automated 
modelling tool are possible not only in 
industrial ventilation but also in more 
classical chemical engineering fields 
(reactors diagnostic and design, fluidized 
beds, waste water treatment plants ... ) 
which commonly use the analysis of 
residence times distribution curves. 
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